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This document summarizes key findings from an examination of People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) writings on China’s efforts to leverage its civilian
shipping fleet in support of military operations. We analyzed PLA reference
volumes, technical journals, and media reports published between 2015 and
2020 to explore continuities and changes to the PLA’s approach to civilian ships
amid ongoing military reforms.
Civilian ships are an important component of PLA planning for future
maritime contingencies.
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•

Chinese military authors assert that, despite ongoing modernization and
reforms, the PLA Navy still lacks sufficient organic sealift to support largescale maritime operations.
These authors claim that mobilized civilian ships can offset this shortfall
and support a range of military operations in the run-up to and during an
armed conflict.

PLA writings identify a broad range of missions that mobilized Chinese
civilian ships could be called on to conduct in support of large-scale PLA
maritime operations. Missions and ship types include the following.
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Over the past decade, the PLA has refined how it conceives of using civilian ships for wartime
missions and has tested some of these applications in training. PLA logistics experts state that
military training with civilian ships has expanded in recent years. These experts cite growth in the types
of ships involved, the frequency of training activities, and the number of training topics covered.

PLA media have reported several apparently new or experimental applications of civilian ships
during recent military training. These include: the use of a container ship for replenishment of a PLA
Navy frigate at sea (2019), a semi-submersible as a PLA Army helicopter-landing platform (2020), and
a RO/RO for PLA Navy Marine Corps amphibious launch (2020). (See photos below.)
PLA authors assess that China’s ability to mobilize civilian ships to support large-scale operations
is improving.
•

•

Since 2015, the PLA has streamlined the organizational structure of its logistics and mobilization
systems through the creation of organizations such as the Joint Logistics Support Force and the
Central Military Commission’s National Defense Mobilization Department.

China has also been organizing state-owned shipping and logistics companies’ vessels into a
“strategic projection support fleet” tasked with supporting military sealift missions. This fleet
comprises at least four—and possibly as many as nine—subordinate maritime shipping groups.

However, PLA writings continue to identify command and control-related challenges.
•
•

•

PLA authors identify persistent bureaucratic problems—gaps in regulations, poor compensation
to ship owners, etc.—that complicate the requisitioning of civilian assets.

Some coastal commands have integrated advanced information systems and technologies for
tracking and communicating with civilian ships, but it remains unclear how widespread the
acquisition of related capabilities has been across commands.
PLA authors claim that there has been minimal recent training between civilian ships and the
PLA Navy on critical topics such as command and communications.

While noting civilian ships’ great theoretical potential, Chinese writings suggest that, in practice,
only a fraction of these ships may be requisitioned to execute a limited set of wartime missions.
•

•

PLA subject matter experts indicate that, to date, few Chinese civilian ships are built to national
defense standards or are otherwise suitable for supporting wartime operations. Military
operators may be selective about which civilian ships to mobilize in the run-up to a conflict.

PLA authors and media claim that most training with civilian ships over the past decade has
focused on transporting personnel and equipment. This implies that Chinese civilian ships may
generally be less prepared to carry out other types of missions.
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